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Such is the pace of technology-driven change that companies around the world are scrambling
to catch-up, to transform, to get up-to-date, reinvent themselves for this Digital age. FinTech,
InsurTech, Blockchain, Bitcoin, Cloud, Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Virtual Reality,
Robotics, Cyber Security, Internet of Things…there’s seems no end to what new tech is
generating and with it the substantial challenges, and opportunities, for every organisation.How
make sense of this mass of ideas, which ones to focus on and prioritise now and which can be
left to another day? How to transform and change and capture the key emerging options, how
energise and excite and empower teams and employees to embrace all this change and take
advantage of it, what are the keys to success?This new book sets out a possible roadmap and
blueprint to help companies navigate their way through these changing times, it looks at best
practices and lessons learned and aims to distil that into a clear set of guidelines and working
advice.There’s no easy answer and every company is at different stages on their transformation
journeys, but if some of the ideas and insights here can be adopted and implemented it can
provide the platform to succeed and be a winner in 2025!



Praise for Winning in 2025“Michael de Kare-Silver brilliantly takes us through the much-needed
digital transformation journey that all companies need to travel, but few excel at executing. This
book is an indispensable reading for top managers”-Mariano de Beer, Chief Commercial Digital
Officer at Telefonica S.A“Every business leader looking at how digital will transform their
business should read this. They may find some of the conclusions challenging but they may be
spurred into further action to embrace the future.”-Mark Read, CEO of WPP“Business Managers
need to think about what Michael’s vision will mean for their business. The increased knowledge
and speed of access that is at the beck and call of all customers is certainly opening up new
market opportunities. But it is also increasing competition beyond recognition. Profits come from
retaining an advantage against competition. How will your firm protect its position?”-Professor
Ken Simmonds, London Business School“With the unprecedented speed of change, there is a
huge need for us to rethink how we transform organisations, engage our people and foster
cultures that are future-fit. I recommend Michael’s book as it gives great perspective on how we
might succeed for 2025 and beyond.”-Leena Nair, Chief HR Officer, Unilever“Digital and Data
transformation is now widely recognised as a significant opportunity for most every organisation.
Michael’s new book provides a valuable guide and roadmap to help companies navigate these
key challenges.”-Archie Norman, Chairman, Marks and Spencer“Digital transformation is an
ongoing journey. Whilst many are daunted by the scale of change required to compete; in my
view that change can be exciting because the benefits and added value can be so significant.
Most importantly, transformation must be for the benefit of the customer. Organisations need to
put the customer at the heart of this journey. Those that truly do, will succeed as they transition
to become more digital businesses. Michael’s book makes this point – and other great points –
strongly and is full of best practice examples from which we can all learn.”-Ashok Vaswani, UK
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25“Courage to Care”Chapter 1Winning in 2025Leading organisations today are asking: what’s it
take to be a winner in 2025? If we were to build our company from scratch in today’s digital
technology world, then what would that look like? What new products /services might we have,
what new partnerships and alliances might we form, what kind of digital eco-system would we
establish, what new investments, stake-holdings, even acquisitions, what would our “Business
2025” look like?To drive towards this, most every company nowadays is on a journey, a journey
to transform, to change, to take advantage of new technologies, new innovations new ideas.
Some of that work is focussed on costs and efficiency, and that’s especially true in B2B and in
Manufacturing. However, a lot of the work is also focussed on future growth, finding new revenue
streams, new options for business and development, new ways to engage with customers, new
techniques to drive customer immersion and conversion. It’s all about how to rewire the
business, how to establish the future operating model, how best to organise, where to focus
investment and resources, how to build the talent pool with the right skills and know-how, how to
motivate employees and the entire workforce for this new digital age.IDC Research and Forbes
estimate that c. $1 trillion is being invested annually by corporations globally on technologies
and services that will enable digital and data transformation. IDC comments that: “some of the
strategic priority areas include building cognitive /AI capabilities, data-driven services and
benefits, operationalizing data and information, digital trust and stewardship and omni-channel
customer engagement”. In a Gartner survey, “94% of executives- in other words, just about
everyone – say they have increased focus on digital growth, and 90 percent say digital plays a
central role in their overarching business goals. Everyone is being told to go digital, and the
reaction is to throw ever-growing amounts of money at technology solutions.” On average most
multi-national corporations of scale will have at least two major technology-led transformation
programmes taking place in each department and in each country /business unit. There’s a lot
going on!This activity is fuelled by the rapid advancements in Tech which challenge existing
business models and suggest new futures. Retail is an obvious example now in which the shift to



online and e-commerce has meant large scale physical bricks ‘n mortar estates may no longer
be viable or necessary. Retailers are now rushing to close stores and shift to the new multi-
channel model. And this kind of seismic shift is happening in many B2C /consumer-facing
businesses. Traditional channels and means of communication are no longer the business
drivers and key levers they used to be. So how to adapt, how change, how reinvent, how do this
quickly, how do this quickly while maintaining levels of sales and profitability, how do this at a
pace that will maintain or increase shareholder value and not allow a substantial collapse in
market value, how make sure that the investments in digital and data technology are the optimal
ones that do deliver the targeted value and RoI?It’s not just a micro-company challenge. There
are also macro forces at work as countries vie for economic advantage and success and look to
advance their infrastructure and networks that will enable private enterprise to succeed. China is
at the forefront of channelling investment into key areas and looking to build global market
leadership. Xi Jinping, as President of China, announced that: “Supremacy in AI is a core
strategic goal and we have directed plans to dominate global AI by 2030”. China has also made
bold statements around “Made in China 2025” which will focus investment to upgrade core
manufacturing sectors such as Robotics, Aerospace and Energy-saving vehicles. This
investment program in China will channel significant government subsidies, government-
sponsored (paid-for) R&D and setting targets for local manufacturing content.Japan is another
country proactively stimulating and encouraging investment in targeted key industries.
Announcements have been made by Shinzo Abe as Prime Minister about focussed investment
in Life Sciences, ICT (Information and Communications Technology), Sensor Technology and
Nano Technology. “We are looking to take full advantage of advances in genome and biology
research, wearable devices (eg smart contact lenses), and “big data” insights driving advances
in medical care and we aim to reinvigorate the contribution from manufacturing to our GDP as
we advance towards 2025.”As exciting as it is to read of all this activity and investment and tech-
led opportunity, it’s also a worrying time for people at work. There are many headlines about how
robotics and automation will replace people, how there will be fewer jobs and how the types of
jobs available and skills needed are changing. That might perhaps be of less concern to a young
millennial embarking on their first career and able to hopefully develop the future skills required.
But these sort of technology changes are less helpful for someone in mid-career who may have
to retrain in order to secure future employment. It’s a very difficult area and in an economic
environment which boasts lower unemployment in a number of developed economies and hard
to find and recruit people, those forecasts of robots doing all the work seem far way, almost
science fiction still. Except that competitive forces will compel companies to examine these
opportunities and may often be required to change just to survive.It’s hard to predict the future of
course but what we do know, as Bill Gates has so aptly put it, is “that we tend to overestimate
the short term but underestimate the long term”. Forecasters will often talk about immediate
impact but in practice things do take longer to unfold. What does happen, is that when for
example innovation reaches some kind of critical mass, then its development can be



exponential. The oft-cited example is the smart phone, launched in 2007 and in ten years, global
and ubiquitous.For companies today, the challenge is immense, how navigate through this fast-
changing world, how anticipate what to invest in, what new tech to embrace, what future
operating model to adopt, what sort of competitive landscape to face in 2025 and how succeed,
how find those sources of competitive advantage which will ensure the company becomes /
stays a winner? As companies face up to these challenges and opportunities, they are reminded
just how many transformations do fail, just how difficult it is to make this navigation successfully.
McKinsey research shows that c. 70% of digital transformation programmes fail. Cognizant
research showed that 53% of execs interviewed felt that their company was not ready or able to
digest and take advantage of new tech investment and change. Only 26% of people in research
by BARC felt their company was taking advantage of the data they had available. In GE, at one
point there were over 200 major transformation programmes going on with an estimated near
$500m technology investment behind them. Most every function and country had embarked on
its own change initiatives, significant amounts were being spent on consultancy and contractor
support, there was so much going on there that very little was being effectively implemented,
projects were not joined-up, resources were over-stretched and BAU (business as usual) activity
was being side-lined given the focus on delivering change. As one exec there put it: “we were in
chaos”. While GE is now coming through that period with a new focus, the company in the
meantime, is struggling to still be a winner.This book then examines these challenges and
opportunities. It looks at what does a company need to do now, today, to make the right
decisions for tomorrow. It considers the keys to drive transformation successfully, ways to most
effectively engage employees and all the workforce, how best to organise and structure to
unleash the energies and empower employees to own and embrace change. It’s not an easy
journey, but there are many case studies described in this book that will show the pitfalls to avoid
and the better practice steps to take.Chapter 2Digital + Data: the twin imperativesFirst, let’s
consider some core stats and headlines:“Whoever becomes the leader in Data and Artificial
Intelligence will rule the world”-President Vladimir Putin“China has made supremacy in AI a
strategic goal and has announced plans to dominate global AI by 2030”-Financial Times“The
internet economy in China is forecast to be more than US$1 trillion in 2020”-Center for Retail
Research“Ebook Tops.com revenues are close to US$ 250bn and 40% of all US e-commerce”-
USA Today“In China, e-commerce is reaching towards 25% of all retail sales, in the UK it’s
getting close to 20%, South Korea is at 16%, USA at 15% and Denmark at 12%”-Statista“5
billion videos each day are watched on YouTube”-BrandWatch“More data was created in the two
years 2017 and 2018 than in the previous 5,000 years of humanity”-Forbes“Annual data creation
today is approximately 16 Zettabytes (that’s 16 trillion gigabytes or 16,000 exabytes), by 2025
that is expected to increase 10-fold”-IDC Survey“We live in a world where we now take for
granted immediate global connectivity, immediate interaction and response and we accept no
limits on availability, service and supply”-Marc Andreessen“Data is expanding across every
industry from biotech, healthcare and pharma through to all forms of social media and



entertainment and the emerging “internet of things” will be a new tipping point”-PA
ConsultingData and Digital have now become the twin imperatives most impacting companies.
Research is suggesting that the winners in 2025 will be those who best master them both.We
have all been acutely aware of how Digital generally is transforming the way companies do
business and how customers prefer to interact and purchase. Now, Data has come to the fore
and whether it’s Machine Learning or AI or real time predictive analytics, companies are facing
major competitive pressures to gain new insight into the ways they operate and engage with
customers and drive new sources of advantage.This chapter looks at these key pressures,
examines best practices and how some companies are managing to respond successfully and
learning how best to move forward and be one of those next decade winners.*****The consulting
firm BCG has described the new Digital + Data dynamic as “a question of life or death in most
industries”. In their most recent survey, BCG found that 72% of senior company execs felt that
successfully mastering these two challenges would be the key to their survival. Most talked
about significant change and transformation programmes under way. Most acknowledged that
there were substantial market share and profit gains to be had if they could better their
competitors in these areas. Most were spending increasing amounts of time and investment $
on transformation processes, structures, technology infrastructure, ways of working, company
culture, skills training etc. But, most also said that they had yet to see the results coming
through, that it was taking much longer than they thought, that they worried new disruptors
would emerge who could undermine their business model, that perhaps some of the investment
was not being channelled or deployed or implemented in the right way, and that it was leading to
growing frustrations in the ranks.Most also looked at what had already happened in Publishing,
Music, Consumer Electricals, Education, Stock trading, Travel, Payment systems, small
component Manufacturing (through 3D printing); they envied how quickly the likes of Uber or
Airbnb, or SimplyBusiness or DirectAsia or challenger banks (eg Aldemore, Monzo) or others
had arrived on the scene and totally changed the industry dynamic, levels of profitability and
future opportunities. Most worried about: how can we pull off our own transformation?What’s
clear is that the next decade winners will be the digital and data transformation masters. We can
just see that from this chart below; how the most valuable companies of today are now typically
those regarded as digital and data leaders and while market cap will fluctuate, the overall
dominance of these sort of corporations is compelling.What emerges from the research into
best practice is the need for the whole organisation to buy into this wholesale transformation
need. If there is a burning platform, for example as we can see among high street retailers, then
the drive, the energy, the need for change can act as a tremendous catalyst. Where there is no
such urgency, then it does require a significant communications exercise to engage the whole
workforce on this journey.In another survey, this time by Altimeter, they also found that the
majority of companies reported they are undergoing some form of digital and or data-led
transformation. 85% of that group said they had a time frame of less that 3 years to make a
success of that or suffer financially. But, only 25% of the surveyed companies felt they had a



clear understanding of what the path to success would be.Against this backcloth, with
companies clearly identifying the need for change, what then is the biggest hurdle to success.
What is the key ingredient that can make the difference, that can turn that 25% stat into 100%?A
recent survey from Forrester suggests that a key factor is “talent and leadership”. And a new
report from MIT/Cap Gemini concluded that 87% of companies “have a critical skills shortage in
digital and data transformation”. Have we got the right people in the right place with the drive and
energy and talent to drive through these changes? Do we have a CEO who sees this as their No.
1 priority? For example, at Aviva, the successful insurance group, it’s said that the Leadership
Exec there set up Digital teams to deliberately challenge and game-change the core business,
be a competitor to it, establish the “digital first” model as the preferred way for customers to
interact and in effect make the traditional business model redundant. Who else has that bravery,
that willingness to challenge and change all the formerly established ways of doing business?At
Bupa, another insurer, they are just at the beginning of their true digital transformation. And one
potentially highly successful initiative is their Customer Lab. Set up at the Group Centre, its remit
is to define and design the Bupa digital and data business model of the future. To take certain
core parts of the business and do a stand-alone rebuild as if they were starting from scratch, as
a pure play, and to leave behind all legacy and hierarchy and traditional process and ways of
working. This “Customer Lab” is centre stage at Bupa, reports direct to the CEO and has the
mandate to rebuild the company.Finding the key talent to lead the digital and data transformation
is not easy, but in the “war for talent” there is in fact a strong talent pool who do have the
necessary skills. Research from Gartner identified the 5 key attributes of successful
transformation leaders:(i) Exceptional stakeholder management skills.(ii) Ability to listen(iii)
Technical knowledge (though not necessarily a Techie!)(iv) Stature, maturity, years of
experience(v) Have the clear CEO and Board mandate and authority to act and make
decisionsGartner found that in 64% of companies surveyed, the transformation leaders did not
meet these criteria. In more than 80% of situations there was no dedicated transformation
person in that role on the Board or ExCo, and frequently that key change leadership role was
“buried” in the hierarchy and often had no real power or authority to change.If that’s the case
then perhaps no wonder there is so much frustration and disappointment around the change
agenda.Let’s look at some companies who are bucking the trend and getting it right.Adobe has
developed a track record for consistent annual profits and earnings growth and often at double
digit levels. Adobe CEO Shantanu Narayen commented: “Our strong business momentum is
driven by the market-leading solutions we provide to empower people to create and businesses
to digitally transform and by our own continued digital and data transformation”Adobe has
evolved from a traditional desktop software provider of multi-media products to now a Cloud-
based services provider, changing its business model to a subscription-base and a focus on
digital design and data analytics. Shantanu Narayen has been very much the driver of the Adobe
business transformation. He is well-known for stopping people in the corridor and asking what
working on /what have you contributed today to our transformation agenda, focus on that priority



and not on other things. That has sent a clear message to everyone about what is critical. In
addition, there have been monthly all-company updates on progress and quarterly group “town
hall” meetings to update and share best practices.Alongside the very personal and direct
involvement of the CEO, it’s been made clear that this is the No.1 priority of the management
team. There has been some restructuring of the senior leadership, a new dedicated
Transformation /Change team put in place reporting direct to the ExCo and substantial across-
the-company training programs to upskill in change management and to reinforce the value of
what’s been targeted.“Developing a “digital first” mindset has been key for us, we are
modernising the way we develop our software and the applications and tools around that. It
enables us to reduce productions costs, speed time to market and move services across
different cloud platforms. Also, because we now have real time data insights on customer usage
we can evolve and introduce new features fast. We can now better monetise our assets and
customer services”.As the Adobe CEO said: “if we don’t reinvent, then someone will reinvent us
out of business”.Some other snapshot examples: Sprint is looking to its future success on the
back of building a true data leadership capability versus the likes of Verizon and AT&T, and this
led by CIO Scott Rice: “we are redesigning the whole customer journey experience based on our
new understanding of the data…and this data transformation, based around Agile methods of
working, is now reaching out across all aspects of the business”. StubHub is looking at a total
redesign of its data and technology platform, moving to Cloud-based solutions that can handle
the huge amounts of data and “can scale elastically…it’s required a major upgrade of our
change leadership group”. Target, the US retailer, is another undergoing a major transformation,
with ex Tesco CIO Mike McNamara to build a new tech and digital capability team. Retailer Best
Buy has brought in new Chief Digital Officer Brian Tilzer to work alongside CMO Barry Judge to
drive digital transformation and establishing a core digital innovation lab to be at the heart of all
future product /service development. Others like UPS, ING Bank, Saint Gobain, Aviva, Elsevier,
SAP, Syngenta…these are all emerging as leaders in their sectors with a transformation
momentum and culture which is ongoing and establishing a strong platform for future
success.*****Achieving this transformation success is not easy. GE, as already referred to, has
for example been on a long and much-discussed transformation journey but has struggled to
deliver the breakthroughs and targets it had planned. The company has worked tirelessly to train
its workforce in a “digital first” mindset but has also been struggling with shifts in its core energy
division where technology has rapidly changed what customers are looking for. In addition, it is
grappling with a huge and globally distributed workforce of more than 300,000 and operates
across a wide number of industry sectors from aviation to financial services to healthcare. It
seems like the further away the workforce are from GE HQ now in Boston, the harder it has been
to instil that change mindset.Nevertheless GE insiders remain optimistic. “We are still among the
largest global companies in terms of revenues (>$120bn and 13th largest on the Fortune 500).
Yes, we started the change journey some years ago but we are even now transformed from a
traditional industrial company. Industry 4.0 with all its focus on digital and process automation



and supply chain connectivity is something we wholeheartedly embrace”. A new CEO Lawrence
Culp arrived with a remit to turbo charge the transformation process, all the 300,000 workforce
have been retrained, again, the GE Global Research Center is now an innovation hotbed trialling
new revenue streams leveraging eg blockchain technology and advanced robotics, there’s been
a new announced partnership with Apple to develop apps together, there’s a big push to
embrace Cloud-based solutions enabling GE to close most of its own data centres, it has
embraced product internet connectivity and IoT, the “internet of things”, eg equipping its MRI
scanners with sensors to develop a digital trail of data on machine performance and remote
monitoring…it’s looking more and more to become software and data analytics-led. That’s a
wrenching change of company culture, investment and priority and some commentators are now
pushing for splitting up the company and its major divisions, demerge parts and give them
perhaps more freedom to develop the necessary agile change mindset. And at the time of
writing, GE had sold off its Commercial Lighting, Aircraft Systems and Power Conversion
businesses, with more business unit sell-offs being discussed.The jury is out on whether GE will
succeed but they do offer a very good illustration and example of a company that recognises the
need for change, brings in new leadership, changes its senior team, and has the desire and
ambition led very personally by a well-rated Exec team to engage the whole organisation in its
change journey.Chapter 3Building an effective Data & Analytics capabilityA recent KPMG survey
described Data expertise as: “the most in-demand skill for the second year running” with 39% of
companies saying they struggled to find the right talent to lead this area. The Harvard Business
Review has declared that “data science and analytics is the sexiest job of the century!”
Research company Gartner has suggested that there will be as many as 4 million new big data
jobs coming up worldwide over the next few years.Getting insight out of data, driving ideas and
innovation that can better target and engage customers, enabling more informed decision-
making, helping manage and reduce risk, improving performance, taking advantage of machine
learning tools…all these applications of data management, analytics and insight are key areas
of opportunity of course in today’s data rich world.But in a recent survey by BARC Research,
only 26% of execs interviewed felt that their companies were making effective use of the data
they had. That’s a significant majority who felt that data was not being fully exploited in their
organisation. As a sign of what’s missing, or perhaps better said, what the potential could be,
54% of execs in the same survey said that they did hope! to get more involved in using data
insights in the future.There’s a massive untapped potential here. Everyone will agree about the
“power of data”. But it’s often the exploitation of that data that is still missing.The focus on the
power of data and analytics has been increased because of developments in data science.
Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence are bringing a whole new wave of ideation and
insight and new ways of working and new possible streams of revenue and profitability. It’s a
massive opportunity and companies have raced to build their data science teams. This is
especially true in financial services where companies like Aviva, Barclays, Zurich Insurance and
others now often talk about having teams of more than 500 to 1000 data scientists across their



international businesses all focussed on next generation opportunities.This rush to data science
has had several consequences. Demand exceeds supply. There just aren’t enough data
scientists to go round. It means that salaries have increased significantly as companies find they
are forced to pay a premium. And it’s not uncommon to hear that a Bank or Insurer is in the
market with a recruitment goal of hiring eg 25 data scientists in the next 3 months – for just one
of their local country operating teams. So even new graduates out of university are finding they
are being swept up in this enthusiastic rush. And they are attracted to it as the salaries on offer
are high. It also means that many such data teams are relatively junior, maybe only a few years
work experience and so lack leaders with deep managerial experience. They may all be good
computer scientists and software engineers but their stakeholder management skills, their
political nous on how best to operate inside a large corporation, their interpersonal skills and
ways of communicating…these sort of necessary team leadership skills are sometimes
lacking.All this has led to a disconnect between Senior Exec /Board level ambitions and
expectations versus what is actually happening in the data science team, their output and what
they are delivering. The data geeks are busy developing new AI tools and algorithms but all that
isn’t necessarily translating into new product /service features and solutions that do make an
impact in the market and deliver the RoI.So a number of organisations are now adding further to
their data science investments by inserting Transformation experts who can review the way data
science is organised and “operationalise and systematise” the way things are done, its
processes and core interactions so that the substantial potential can be captured and realised.
Though there’s a need to drive this carefully as too much control can of course extinguish the
necessary spirit of innovation and entrepreneurship that can uncover the big new idea that can
make the difference.Companies are learning. They have rushed to adopt these good ideas and
now need to find the best ways to make that work. Making it work may need the insertion of
“transformation experts” but it might also be about establishing a more effective structure which
encourages the broader company-wide adoption of the data science ideas and capabilities.In
many organisations for example, data skill and function areas are set up in an individual
business area, operate in silos with their own agendas and reporting lines and so will often only
collaborate cross-function /across the company to share ideas if there is a clear mandate and
shared view that this is indeed a strategic priority.Typically data science sits in the IT /
Technology group. Historically it is this function who have been the early initiators of projects
around data and data warehousing. They have the relationships with the analytical software
vendors like Oracle/Siebel or Adobe or SAS or AgilOne or the many smaller alternative suppliers
and so will likely be the early advocates and adopters. But as a recent Accenture Interactive
survey pointed out: “CIO leadership of data and analytics can work well. But that is provided it is
intertwined with the other c-Suite leaders and especially the CMO and the customer marketing
team. Without very close collaboration, data and analytics can end up being an IT team software
project instead of an insight into performance and the voice of the customer”.Recent research
from an IBM /Constellation ThinkTank has also highlighted that collaboration around the data



science agenda is going to be a key and that a failure to collaborate is a major reason for lack of
progress. They advocate that more CMOs and more Marketing departments do now need to
step forward. And if not seize control of this area at least make sure that the “intertwining” is
happening and working. The research suggests that Marketers are not intuitively comfortable
with data and detailed analysis. But with the proliferation of marketing and communication
channels, IBM /Constellation emphasise it is imperative for Marketing teams to still be the “voice
of the customer” and so have that close insight and understanding to better drive performance
insight and more personalised and more cost-effective customer activity.The challenge then is
how to build an effective data and data science team that works, that does effectively cut
through the data value chain and deliver the RoI all are expecting. If we look at the skills and jobs
required to build this capability then it’s clear we are looking at a substantial task of team
development and cross-company integration.This shows just how many different and specific
skills and areas of expertise are required. Companies may often ask to hire eg a “Head of Data”
or a Chief Data Officer but when asked what they want that person to do and focus on, then the
answer is sometimes vague and indeterminate. Yet, clearly any head of data will need to be able
to focus, is the challenge more a software /technology issue or it more for example around the
customer analytics? Depending on the answer may well influence the sort of background and
skills the “Head of” person should have. Do they need to connect with the IT community most, or
with Marketing and Sales, where do the opportunities lie both short term and long term and what
required to deliver them?Assuming there are budgets and scope to build out an effective Data
team, then the suggested start-point is to hire in the Data Strategist. This person is the one who
will build the business case, meet the key stakeholders, identify the potential “size of prize”,
determine at a top line a possible team and possible investment and so define the possible
outcomes and RoI. The person best placed to do that may not even have any data expertise
themselves. But they bring an MBA-type, commercial approach, can take a fresh perspective
and critically can interact at Board level to determine a strategic plan of action.Once agreed then
there will be a number of key next step appointments needed:1. The Data ArchitectThis person
will be the designer, they will develop the technical architecture that needs to be developed.
They will decide for example on what software platform(s), whether to build in-house or use
established software tools and solutions, how much can /should be Cloud-based, who best to
partner with.In many ways this is the most critical hire and appointment as this person is
determining the whole future roadmap and blueprint for the organisation. So finding someone
who has “been there and done it” and done it successfully is so important.They also need to
have enough credibility and authority that they can win the respect and support especially of the
CTO but also the other key business leaders who can accept being guided by this person.2.
Data AnalystsThis may be a small team and they are the ones who will feed off the work from the
Strategist and the Architect. They will be getting into the detail, understanding the use-case
requirements, investigating the areas of opportunity so they can spec out exactly what level of
software and functionality and skills are needed.3. Data EngineersThese are the people who will



build-out the overall architecture and design. They may have expertise in enterprise data
solutions such as Oracle, IBM or Microsoft or more dedicated niche providers such as Tibco,
EnterWorks or RiverSand. They will be building the infrastructure that will enable the data
management. They will also be the integrators who will ensure the interoperability of any new
solutions with the main operating platform. They will also have responsibility for delivery, testing
and maintenance.4. Data ScientistsThe data scientists will be the machine learning /AI experts.
They may have PhDs in Maths or Statistics or Computer Sciences. They are excited about
building new products /services and applications. They have been described as “the alchemists
of the 21st century”! Their core skill is turning raw data into insight and they will want to be hands-
on coders as that is what most energises them.This also highlights the earlier point that as this
area scales up so inevitably it will need team leaders and managers who will need to spend
more time managing and communicating while perhaps coaching the more junior developers
and this interpersonal skill set is in very short supply in this data science arena. Not easy to find
PhD data scientists who can interact confidently and effectively with senior Business /Function
heads across the organisation and translate the Tech talk into commercial terms which others
can understand!5. Data GovernanceIn today’s world, data management, data privacy, who has
access, how data can be used, what processes need to be in place to ensure data is
managed… this area needs to be taken care of. And in the Financial Services sector especially
there are substantial amounts of regulation and compliance that need to be implemented,
monitored and reported on. It is a significant and now high-profile role. It may well be a job taken
by a former practising lawyer who has that attention to minute detail and protocol and can
manage through the substantial layers of bureaucracy.6. The CSOThe Chief Security Officer is
possibly the least attractive job. This is the person who will get the call at 2am on a Sunday
morning if there has been a leak of personal data. This is the person who is most in the spotlight
unfortunately if something goes wrong! So those who take the role will likely be obsessive
security experts who will be trying to ensure that nothing can go wrong. They will likely employ
their own 24/7 “ethical hacking” teams who are constantly testing the systems’ defences and
identifying any potential leak or lack of adequate security before an outside third party can
discover it.A report from Cisco /IT Governance reported more than 200 major targeted cyber-
attacks in the USA in one year which had each impacted more than 1 million personal data
records each time. In addition, 31% of companies had experienced some form of hacking.
Companies like Uber, Equifax and Under Armour have reported attacks eg affecting, in the case
of Equifax, more than 150 million people. And the costs of managing and defending keep going
up. Aside from the team needed to manage these situations, companies say that costs have
increased by more than 20% and now there are ransom-ware costs, loss of information,
potential loss of customers, the adverse publicity…it’s estimated that the cost to Equifax was
more than $4bn.
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